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For those of you who consider yourself a bit of a game connoisseur, why not set up a
'game swap'; the gaming version of a book swap! If you've got a game that you think
your friend would love then why not send it to them and they send one back in return.
This could be scaled up for a gaming society or group, with every member sharing a
suggestion. You could set up mini-challenges and competitions around this and ask
people to donate to play.

*Please make sure to disinfect and clean any physical games
that you are swapping with friends and family.

What better way is there to add a bit of excitement to the weekend than with some healthy
competition! Maybe Fifa is your thing? Or you're a quick-fingered Overwatch player? Whatever
your game of choice is, this is a great opportunity to make connections with fellow gamers
whilst raising vital funds to help end youth homelessness. Charge a donation to join the
tournament (suggested £10) and try to organise a prize for the winner. If you're unsure of how
to set up an online tournament, just get in touch and we can supply you with all of the
information you need.

Now that we've all completed Netflix and can't face yet another Zoom quiz, virtual board games
are a great alternative. Play against friends or family whilst teaming up in groups or playing in a
solo league. Ask everyone to donate to take part and organise a prize for the winner. If you've
not tried online board games before there are loads available, many for free. For a guide on
where and how to play read this article. If you're living with friends or family, why not organise a
physical games night and raise sponsorship; you could play a different game every night! 

Game-Swap

Ideas of how to reach your £121 target:
Host a Tournament 

Host a board games night 

a gaming community with heart
Even if you aren't able to organise a tournament or livestream for this event, sharing it on your
social channels and with your gaming tribe will make such a difference to the amount of money
Gaming for Good can make for homeless young people. 

Host a charity livestream 
Get your Twitch fired up and livestream you playing your game of choice. Link this to
your Just Giving account so that your followers can donate whilst they watch. Set
targets and challenges for when donation goals are reached e.g. at £50 you'll do a dare
or make your character wear a crazy outfit. If you've never hosted a charity livestream
before, you can find out how to do so here.

Register here!

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/play-board-games-online
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